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1. Introduction

Tabular parsers can be defined as deduction systems where formulas, called items, are sets of complete or
incomplete constituents (Sikkel, 1997; Shieber, Schabes and Pereira, 1995). Formally, given an input string w =
a1 . . . an with n ≥ 0 and a grammar G, a parser IP is a tuple (I,H,D) where I is a set of items, H is a set of
hypothesis ([ai, i − 1, i] with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) that encodes the input string, and D is a set of deduction steps that
determines how items are combined in order to deduce new items. The deductive approach allows us to establish
relations between two parsers in a formal way. One of the most interesting relations between parsers are filters
because they can be used to improve the performance of tabular parsers in practical cases. The application of a
filter to a parser yields a new parser which performs less deductions or contracts sequences of deductions to single
deduction steps.

One well-known example of a filter is the relation between Earley and Left Corner (LC) parsers for Context-
Free Grammars (CFGs). A LC parser reduces the number of items deduced by Earley’s parser using the left corner
relation. Given a CFG, the left corner of a non-terminal symbol A is the terminal or non-terminal symbol X if
and only if there exists a production A → Xν in the grammar, where ν is a sequence of symbols. In the case
of A → ε, we consider ε as the left corner of A. The notion of the left corner relation allow us to rule out the
prediction performed on X by an Earley’s parser.

Most tabular parsers for Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs) are extensions of well-known tabular parser for
CFGs. For example, we can cite a number of tabular parsers for TAGs defined on the basis of the Earley’s al-
gorithm (Alonso Pardo et al., 1999; Lang, 1990; Joshi and Schabes, 1997; Nederhof, 1999). Although several
approaches have been described to improve the performance of TAGs parsers, most of them based on restrictions
in the formalism (Schabes and Waters, 1995) or compilation into finite-state automata (Evans and Weir, 1998), to
the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to improve the practical performance of Earley-based parsers
for TAGs by introducing the left-corner relation.

2. Notation

Let G = (VN , VT , S, I,A) be a TAG, where VN and VT are the alphabets of non-terminal and terminal
symbols, respectively, S ∈ VN is the axiom, and I and A are the set of initial and auxiliary trees, respectively.
We refer to the root of an elementary tree γ as R

γ and to the foot of an auxiliary tree β as F
β . The set adj(Mγ)

includes every auxiliary tree that may be adjoined at node M γ . We use a dummy symbol nil /∈ A for denoting
adjoining constraints. If adjunction is not mandatory at M γ , then nil ∈ adj(Mγ). If adjunction is forbidden at
Mγ , then adj(Mγ) = {nil}. We say Mγ is an adjunction node if there exists an auxiliary tree β which can be
adjoined at that node.

Although TAGs are tree-rewriting systems, we can translate every elementary tree γ into a set of productions
P(γ). This notation will be useful when defining the set of items for TAGs parsers since dotted productions can be
introduced for representing partial parse trees. We define a production N γ → Nγ

1 . . . Nγ
g for every node Nγ and

its ordered g children Nγ
1 . . . Nγ

g in an elementary tree. We refer to the set of productions related to an elementary
tree γ as P(γ). For technical reasons, we consider additional productions > → R

α, > → R
β and F

β → ⊥ for
each initial tree α and each auxiliary tree β. No auxiliary tree can be adjoined at the two fresh nodes (top) > and
(bottom) ⊥.
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3. An Earley-based Parser for TAGs

To get a better understanding of our proposal, we first overview the Earley-based parser IPE for TAGs defined
in (Joshi and Schabes, 1997; Alonso Pardo et al., 1999). This parser does not guarantee the valid prefix property.

Given the input string w = a1 . . . an with n ≥ 0 and a TAG grammar G, the items in the deductive system IPE

will be of the form:
[Nγ → δ • ν, i, j | p, q]

where Nγ → δν ∈ P(γ) and i, j, p, q are indices related to positions in the input string. The intended meaning
of the indices 0 ≤ i ≤ j is that δ spans the substring ai+1 . . . aj . When a node in δ dominates the foot of γ, the
values of p and q are known and the substring spanned by the foot is ap+1 . . . aq with i ≤ p ≤ q ≤ j .

As we said, we consider the input string a1 . . . an is encoded with a set of hypothesis [ai, i−1, i]. Furthermore,
being ε the empty word, we assume that [ε, i, i] trivially holds for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

We will now introduce the set of deduction steps DE for IPE:

DE = DIni
E ∪ DSc

E ∪ DPred
E ∪ DComp

E ∪ DAdjPred
E ∪ DFootPred

E ∪ DFootComp
E ∪ DAdjComp

E

The recognition process starts by predicting every initial tree:

DIni
E =

[> → •Rα, 0, 0 | −,−]
α ∈ I

Scanner deduction steps can be applied when the recognition reaches a node V γ whose label is the empty
string or a terminal symbol which matches the current symbol in the input string:

DSc
E =

[Nγ → δ • V γν, i, j, p, q],
[label(V γ), j, j + |label(V γ)|]

[Nγ → δV γ • ν, i, j + |label(V γ)|, p, q]

where |w| denotes the length of the w word.
The more important deduction steps in the Earley parser for CFGs are those corresponding to predictions and

completions. In the case of TAGs, we have three kinds of predictions with their associated completion deduction
steps: subtree, adjunction and foot.

• Subtree prediction: This deduction step is similar to predictions in Earley’s parser for CFGs. Whenever there is
no mandatory adjunction on a node Mγ located in a tree γ, i.e. nil ∈ adj(Mγ), we can continue the top-down
recognition of the subtree rooted with Mγ :

DPred
E =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j | p, q]

[Mγ → •υ, j, j | −,−]
nil ∈ adj(Mγ)

• Subtree completion: Once the the subtree rooted with M γ has been completely recognized, we must continue
the bottom-up recognition of the elementary tree γ:

DComp
E =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j | p, q],
[Mγ → υ•, j, k | p′, q′]

[Nγ → δMγ • ν, i, k | p ∪ p′, q ∪ q′]
nil ∈ adj(Mγ)

where p ∪ q = p if q = −, p ∪ q = q if p = −, being undefined in other case.

• Adjunction prediction: Let β be an auxiliary tree that can be adjoined on a node M γ , i.e. β ∈ adj(Mγ). When
the recognition of γ reaches Mγ , a new instance of the auxiliary tree β must be predicted:

DAdjPred
E =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j | p, q]

[> → •Rβ , j, j | −,−]
β ∈ adj(Mγ)
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• Foot prediction: Considering that β ∈ adj(M γ), when the recognition of an auxiliary tree β has reached its
foot, we must start the recognition of the subtree excised by the adjunction1:

DFootPred
E =

[Fβ → •⊥, k, k | −,−]

[Mγ → •δ, k, k | −,−]
β ∈ adj(Mγ)

• Foot completion: Once the recognition of the excised subtree rooted with M γ is exhausted we must continue
with the recognition of the auxiliary tree β that has been adjoined:

DFootComp
E =

[Mγ → δ•, k, l | p, q],
[Fβ → •⊥, k, k | −,−]

[Fβ → ⊥•, k, l | k, l]
β ∈ adj(Mγ)

• Adjunction completion: Once the recognition of the auxiliary tree β is exhausted, we must continue the recog-
nition of the tree γ where the adjunction was performed:

DAdjComp
E =

[> → R
β•, j,m | k, l],

[Mγ → υ•, k, l | p, q],
[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j | p′, q′]

[Nγ → δMγ • ν, i,m | p ∪ p′, q ∪ q′]
β ∈ adj(Mγ)

The input string a1 . . . an belongs to the language defined by the grammar if and only if for some α ∈ I is
obtained a final item:

[> → R
α•, 0, n | −,−]

4. A Left Corner Parser for TAGs

In order to extend the left corner parser for CFGs to the case of TAGs, we need to define the left corner relation
on elementary trees, taking into account that we can not miss any admissible adjunction during the recognition.
Therefore, an item

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j | p, q]

must be deduced if there exists an auxiliary tree that can be attached to M γ , even when δ is empty.
Given an elementary tree γ, we say that Mγ is a left corner of Nγ , denoted Nγ >` Mγ , if and only if

Nγ → Mγµ ∈ P (γ) and Mγ is a node with a null adjoining constraint. As usual, we will denote with >∗
` the

reflexive and transitive closure of the left corner relation.
Informally, left corner relation for TAGs goes down on nodes of elementary trees starting on a node labeled

with a non-terminal symbol and ending on an adjunction node, i.e, nodes where an adjunction can be performed.
When there not exists such adjunction node, the left corner relation can also end in a ⊥ node or a node whose label
is a terminal symbol or the empty word ε. As it is the case in CFGs parser, the left corner relation for TAGs only
depends on the grammar, and it can be computed and stored before applying the parser.

We will go to the definition of the left corner parser IPLC for TAGs. The set of items and hypothesis for
IPLC is the same as IPE. Left corner relation is applied only in the case of predictive deduction steps. Therefore,
while DIni

E , DSc
E , DComp

E ,DFootComp
E and DAdjComp

E remain the same in the left corner parser, we must replace the
following ones: DPred

E , DAdjPred
E and DFootPred

E .

4.1. Filtering Subtree Predictions

We now introduce the following deduction steps (DPredLC
LC , DPred′

LC , DCompLC
LC ) replacing DPred

E . Given a
subtree rooted with Mγ where no adjunction is mandatory, these new steps filter subtree predictions applied on
nodes that are left corners of Mγ .

1. The valid prefix property is not fulfilled due to DFootPred

E since every subtree rooted with a node Mγ where β ∈ adj(Mγ)
is introduced in the recognition.
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• In the case that Mγ >∗
` Oγ and the left-most daughter of Oγ is labeled with a terminal symbol or ε, we can go

down on the tree directly to that node:

DPredLC
LC =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q],
[label(V γ), j, j + |label(V γ)|]

[Oγ → V γ • υ, j, j + |label(V γ)|,−,−]

• In the case that Mγ >∗
` Oγ and Oγ is a node labeled with a non terminal symbol whose left-most daughter P γ

is an adjunction node, we will stop at that node:

DPred′

LC =
[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q]

[Oγ → •P γυ, j, j,−,−]

• In the bottom-up traversal we should go up on those nodes Oγ and Qγ that are left corners of Mγ :

DCompLC
LC =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q],
[Oγ → ω•, j, k, p′, q′]

[Qγ → Oγ • υ, j, k, p′, q′]

4.2. Filtering Adjunction Predictions

We now explain the set of deduction steps (DAdjPredLC
LC , DAdjPred′

LC and DAdjCompLC
LC ) replacing DAdjPred

E .
Let Mγ be a node in an elementary tree γ where the auxiliary tree β can be adjoined. These new deduction steps
filter predictions on those nodes that are left corners of the top node of β.

• When > >∗
` Oβ and the left-most daughter of Oβ is a node V β labeled with a terminal symbol or ε, we will

apply:

DAdjPredLC
LC =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q],
[label(V β), j, j + |label(V β)|]

[Oβ → V β • υ, j, j + |label(V β)|,−,−]

• When > >∗
` Oβ and Oβ dominates on the left a node P β such that either P β is an adjunction node or P β is the

⊥ node of β, we will apply:

DAdjPred′

LC =
[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q]

[Oβ → •P βυ, j, j,−,−]

• During the bottom-up recognition we must go up on the tree through the nodes Oβ that are left corners of the
top node of β:

DAdjCompLC
LC =

[Nγ → δ • Mγν, i, j, p, q],
[Oβ → ω•, j, k, p′, q′]

[Qβ → Oβ • υ, j, k, p′, q′]

4.3. Filtering Foot Predictions

We now show the set of deduction steps (DFootPredLC
LC , DFootPred′

LC and DFootCompLC
LC ) replacing DFootPred

E .
Let Mγ be a node in an elementary tree γ such that β can be adjoined. Suppose the recognition has reached
a node Eβ where it is not mandatory to perform an adjunction and that Eβ >∗

` ⊥. These new deduction steps
filter predictions on nodes belonging to the auxiliary tree β and to the elementary tree γ where the adjunction is
performed:

• When Mγ >∗
` Oγ and the left-most daughter of Oγ is a node V γ labeled with a terminal symbol or ε we will

apply:

DFootPredLC
LC =

[Dβ → δ • Eβν, j, k,−,−],
[label(V γ), k, k + |label(V γ)|]

[Oγ → V γ • υ, k, k + |label(V γ)|,−,−]
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Sentence Time Reduction Items Reduction
Srini bought a book -3% -44%

Srini bought Beth a book -5% -47%
Srini bought a book at the bookstore -6% -46%

he put the book on the table -8% -44%
∗ he put the book -13% -42%

the sun melted the ice -11% -48%
the ice melted -14% -46%

Elmo borrowed a book -7% -45%
∗ a book borrowed +5% -41%

he hopes Muriel wins -12% -49%
he hopes that Muriel wins -16% -49%

the man who Muriel likes bought a book +6% -42%
the man that Muriel likes bought a book -2% -44%

the music should have been being played for the president -28% -56%
Clove caught a frisbee -4% -45%
who caught a frisbee -7% -45%
what did Clove catch -13% -49%

the aardvark smells terrible -4% -46%
the emu thinks that the aardvark smells terrible -12% -48%

who does the emu think smells terrible -14% -49%
who did the elephant think the panda heard the emu said smells terrible -14% -49%

Herbert is angry -24% -53%
Herbert is angry and furious -21% -54%

Herbert is more livid than angry -25% -51%
Herbert is more livid and furious than angry -18% -50%

Table 1: Results of the experiment based on XTAG

• In the case Mγ >∗
` Oγ and the left-most daughter of Oγ is a node P γ such that either P γ is an adjunction node

or P γ is the ⊥ node of γ, prediction is stopped at P γ :

DFootPred′

LC =
[Dβ → δ • Eβν, j, k,−,−]

[Oγ → •P γυ, k, k,−,−]

• During the bottom-up recognition we must go up on the tree through the nodes Oγ that are left corners of Mγ ,
the node where the adjunction was performed, guaranteeing we do not go up beyond M γ itself, i.e. Mγ 6= Oγ :

DFootCompLC
LC =

[Dβ → δ • Eβν, j, k,−,−],
[Oγ → ω•, k, l, p, q]

[Qγ → Oγ • υ, k, l, p, q]

5. Experimental results

The time complexity of the algorithm with respect to the length n of the input string is O(n6) for both parsers.
The improvement in the performance of Left Corner parsers comes from the reduction in the size of the chart
(the set of deduced items). It is clear that this reduction depends on the grammar and the input string considered.
We have made a preliminary study where we have tested and compared the behavior of the LC parser and the
Earley-based parser explained before.

We have incorporated both parsers into a naive implementation in Prolog of the deductive parsing machine
presented in (Shieber, Schabes and Pereira, 1995). We have taken a subset of the XTAG grammar (XTAG Research
Group, 2001), consisting of 27 elementary trees that cover a variety of English constructions: relative clauses,
auxiliary verbs, unbounded dependencies, extraction, etc. In order to eliminate the time spent by unification, we
have not considered the feature structures of elementary trees. Instead, we have simulated the features using local
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constraints. Every sentence has been parsed without previous filtering of elementary trees. Table 1 includes the
reduction ratio with respect to the parsing time in seconds and with respect to the chart size. Briefly, we can remark
that LC parser shows on average a time reduction of 11% and a chart size reduction of 50%.

6. Conclusion

We have defined a new parser for TAG that is an extension of the Left Corner parser for Context Free Gram-
mars. The new parser can be view as a filter on an Earley-based parser for TAGs where the number of predictions
is reduced due to the generalized left corner relation that we have established on the nodes of elementary trees.
The worst-case complexity with respect to space and time is the standard one for TAG parsing, but preliminary ex-
periments have shown a better performance than classical Earley-based parsers for TAG. Finally, as further work,
we are investigating the conditions the parser should satisfy in order to guarantee the valid prefix property.
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